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C O N T E N T S

∙   DC-Blower
∙   Anti-static Ion Generator
∙   K-Supply 
∙   ONE-DAY CHECK
∙   VOC recovery 

equipment

∙   Impremia IS29
∙   Impremia NS40

∙   Environment-friendly 
design

∙   H-UV L (LED) 
specifications

∙   Autopilot
∙   Parallel Makeready

∙   KP-Connect 
Smart factory 
Connected automation

∙   PESP (Print Engineering  
Service Provider) 
Service

Komori is contributing to the achievement of the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Creating a Sustainable Society 
and Striving to be a Company 
that Inspires Customer Kando
Komori strives to be a company that inspires customer Kando (customer satisfaction beyond 

expectations).

In addition to this commitment, we work to realize a sustainable society through future harmony 

among people, communities and the global environment. 

Embracing these goals, Komori Corporation is spreading its wings to venture out into the world.

The Komori  Group’s Mission
Ever since its founding in 1923, the 
Komor i  G roup  has  sough t  t o 
contribute to society and culture by 
manufacturing printing presses.

The pace of social change has 
accelerated in the 21st century, 
transforming the operating climate 
of the printing industry. Now is the 
time to renew our commitment to 

making progress one step at a time. 
Our ideal of being a company that 
i nsp i res  cus tomer  Kando  w i l l 
illuminate our path.

We are committed to listening to 
our customers, providing the finest 
services by viewing print from user 
perspectives, and we seek to offer 
the best product and technology 

solutions. Through diligent effort, 
we believe that we can create true 
brand value as an enterprise that 
offers Kando. 

We will continue striving to inspire 
customer Kando through every 
aspect of our corporate activities 
that originate with our customers 
both internal and external.

To be a “company that inspires customer Kando”
Komori’s management philosophy 
seeks to create customer Kando 
with its excellent management 
qual ity, thereby attaining the 
following three goals:
Komori wi l l  inspire customer 
Kando through the bold pursuit of 
these three goals.

1. Enhance the Komori brand image

2. Deliver improved quality control

3. Implement solutions that meet business outcomes

Management 

Philosophy

Customer Satisfaction Beyond Expectations (The KANDO-PROJECT)

“The 
KANDO-

PROJECT”

∙ Always listen to our customers

∙ Provide tailored services rooted in the needs of our customers

∙ Provide products and technologies that meet business outcomes

Customer 
satisfaction beyond 

expectations

∙ Raise our environmental commitment in the printing industry and for customers

∙ Proactively promote environmental measures to realize a more livable global environment

∙ Contribute to the community as a good corporate citizen

“Green PJ” 
environmental 

protection activities

Specific 
solutions 
provided 
through Kando
Printing technologies and 
services that support 
society and culture, 
and resolve social issues Environmental  solut ionsDigital  technologies

Print ing machineryTotal  solut ion services

Societal issues surrounding the printing industry and our customers
Reducing running costs through 

environmental measures
Global warming prevention 

measures
Preservation of biodiversity Control of harmful chemicals

Quality enhancement of 
information culture and lifestyles

More advanced and 
high value-added industry

Bridge the digital divide
Improving the workplace 

environment, health and safety
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M e s s a g e  f r o m  T o p  M a n a g e m e n t

In fiscal 2017 (fiscal year ended March 31, 
2018), certain sectors of the print ing 
machinery markets in Europe and the 
United States encountered flagging capital 
investment, but such markets remained 
robust overal l  as economic recovery 
persisted worldwide. The printing machinery 
markets of Japan and elsewhere across 
Asia in particular experienced mounting 
demand for increasingly efficient offset 
printing presses and greater added value. 
  A m i d  t h a t  e n v i ro n m e n t ,  K o m o r i 
Corporation has been expanding its range 
of services geared towards addressing 
customer challenges, such as our ability to 
visually monitor operational data/status 
during printing equipment operation.
  We have been showcasing a variety of 
progressive solutions that fully leverage the 
latest information and communications 
technologies, at venues that have included 
the China Print 2017 trade show held in 
Beijing, China in May 2017, and a KOMORI 
Packaging Solutions event held at our 
Yamagata plant in September 2017. 
  In December, we also made the decision 
to act as an equipment affiliate of U.S. 
national institute NextFlex.

Under the Fifth Medium-Term Management 
plan launched in April 2016, we have been 
work ing to  t rans form our  bus iness 
structure, business model in sales activities 
and profit structure.
  Since the inception of the plan two years 

ago ,  we  have  ach i eved  numerous 
successes. However we have fallen short 
of sales targets due to factors that include 
a downturn in  offset  pr int ing press 
business, exacerbated by sluggish demand 
i n  Ch ina  and  I nd i a .  We  have  a l so 
e n c o u n t e re d  s u b s t a n t i a l  p ro d u c t 
development delays with respect to 
Impremia IS29 digital printing system as 
well as our overall digital printing system 
(DPS) business. 
  P r o g r e s s  t o w a r d s  a c h i e v i n g 
transformation has been slower than 
expected. In March 2018 we made our 
former distributor, Insight, a subsidiary in 
India where demand has been sluggish. 
This move wil l  enable us to uncover 
demand for offset printing presses in that 
market.

Ever since its founding, Komori Corporation 
has been engaging in CSR initiatives 
involving products and manufacturing 
processes, taking a common capital 
approach to the natural environment and 
society. 
  Accordingly, our longstanding initiatives 
hold great significance particularly from the 
perspective of ESG (“environment,” “social” 
and “governance”) investment and loans 
focusing on sustainability with respect to 
ESG concerns. 
  At the same time, our commitment to 
pursuing sustainable development of 
society also entails helping to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
established by the United Nations as 
objectives to be met by the year 2030. 
  The scandals uncovered in recent years 
whereby manufacturers in Japan were 

found to have been fabricating quality data 
should never have occurred from the 
perspective of proper corporate social 
responsibility practices. 
  With that in mind, Komori Corporation will 
endeavor to achieve even greater corporate 
value and avoid situations that might cause 
damage to our trusted brand. To such ends 
we wi l l  adhere  to  our  management 
philosophy in acting as a company that 
inspires customer Kando by ceaselessly 
providing products and services that give 
rise to Kando in the form of customer 
satisfaction beyond expectations.

We are able to increase the value of 
Komori Corporation’s business by spurring 
the evolution of digital and IoT technologies 
that make the future of printing a reality. 
  Now that we are on a path of taking on 
challenges to achieving “transformation” as 
cited in our Medium-Term Management 
Plan, we are bound to uncover hidden 
“diamonds” with respect to enabling the 
Company to achieve further growth and 
bringing about its evolution. 
  We maintain strong will and resolve to 
overcome our remaining chal lenges, 
particularly given that the current fiscal year 
constitutes a key milestone as the final 
fiscal year covered under our Fifth Medium-
Term Management Plan, while also marking 
our 95th year in business. 
  Moreover, we sincerely ask for the 
continued support and encouragement of 
our stakeholders as we give shape to 
Komori’s vision for the future with our 
sights set on our 100-year anniversary five 
years away.

Overview of Komori’s business 
operations in fiscal 2017, the 
year ended March 31, 2018

Progress in the Fifth Medium-
Term Management Plan

Initiatives for CSR

To all stakeholders

The Komori Group will help make the concept of a 

sustainable society a reality by actively working to achieve 

objectives related to the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) that were adopted at the United Nat ions 

Sustainable Development Summit in September 2015.

Priority Themes and Major Issues

ESG Challenges
Relevant 

SDGs
Major issues Categories of initiatives Page

E

E
nviro

nm
ent

Eco-products
3  7  12  

13

Development of environment-
friendly products

Environment-friendly design P8

CO2 reduction in systems under development
P9

Development of VOC recovery equipment

Development of energy-efficient devices -

Eco-factories
6  7  12  

13

Reduction of environmental 
impact at plants and business 
sites

Adoption of solar power generation equipment
P10Upgrade of energy-efficient air conditioning 

and heating system

Adoption of energy-efficient lighting -

Adoption of water-saving valves -

Eco-communication
4  6  12  

15  17

Reducing environmental impact 
upon distribution, marketing and 
services

KGC’s global contribution activities P11

Water risk management P14

Preservation of biodiversity P20

KOMORI Preventive Maintenance (KPM) -

Longer machine service life -

Recycling -

S

S
o

cial

Together with 
customers

8  11  12 Customer Kando

KOMORI Calendar

P15Helping the Bank of England develop new banknotes

Rescue training

Together with 
employees

3  4  5

8  10

Respect for human rights Respect for human and worker rights
P16 

Human resources and employee 
benefits

Labor practices and awards programs

Promotion of women’s empowerment P16 · 17

Childcare support, nursing care support, 
employment of persons with disabilities

P17
Living assistance

Occupational safety Promotion of occupational health and safety

Together with 
suppliers

9  12  16 Supply chain management
Partner company briefing sessions

P18
Tracking of patent numbers

Together with 
communities

4  11 Education and culture

Plant tour and environmental classes for 
elementary school students

P19Career education for middle school students

Track and field team workshop

Beautification activities at Cherry-tree Way

G

G
o

vernance

Together with 
shareholders and 
investors

12  16
Dialogue with shareholders and 
investors

Holding IR events

P20Providing IR information

Shareholder return

Organizational 
governance

10  16  17

Corporate governance
Corporate governance establishment and 
structure

P21

Compliance

Compliance structure

P22

Komori Group Code of Corporate Conduct 

Compliance education

Internal reporting system

Risk management
Crisis response manuals for natural disasters

BCP structure establishment

Representative Director, President and COO

We will bring about transformation 
underpinned by our strong will as 
“a company that inspires customer 
Kando” (customer satisfaction beyond 
expectations) contributing sustainable 
development of society.

Satoshi Mochida
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Corporate act iv i t ies  today are 

expected to promote and thoroughly 

embody the concepts of  CSR, 

including human rights, fair business 

practice and environment activities.

With regard to CSR environmental 

matters, we are carrying out “Green-

Project” activities.

Komori has been actively working to improve both natural and working environments, to which end it has 
established the in-house, cross-organizational “Green-Project” geared to promoting the notion of a recycling-
based society, thereby addressing global warming and other such changes in the earth’s environment. 
  While our mainstay products consist of printing machinery that serves a limited number of operators, we 
realize the importance of Komori’s social responsibility given that printed materials produced by such equipment 
are distributed to people worldwide. 
  As such, fully promoting development of environmentally compliant products constitutes our mission as a 
manufacturer. 
  Although we have been gaining recognition from external entities for our environmental initiatives, we also 
realize that we still have some distance to go in this regard, having ranked 93rd in the manufacturing industry 
category of the Nikkei 21st Environmental Management Survey 2018 results released at the beginning of 2018. 
  Autumn of 2018 marks Komori Corporation’s 95th anniversary. This is all thanks to the support we gain from 
our product and service users, partner companies, shareholders, community members and other stakeholders, 
and we aim to persist as an enterprise that furthermore offers Kando (customer satisfaction beyond 
expectations) as we head toward our 100th anniversary in the year 2023. 
  With that in mind, in this publication we provide examples of initiatives we have taken in the prior fiscal year, 
and welcome any and all opinions you may have in that regard.

We aim to be a company that inspires society.

Isao Funabashi
Director and 
Operating Officer, 
Plant Director of 
Tsukuba Plant, 
Officer in charge of 
Komori Graphic 
Technology Center 
and General Manager 
of Technology Division

M e s s a g e

Green Project

“Green-Project” Organization

Having designated 2013 as the year of re-establishment, Komori, as a company that aims to meet public 

expectations in terms of environmental response, is working to improve the environment at the global and 

corporate operational levels by launching the Green-Project an in-house, cross-organizational initiative to 

promote its environmental activities at three levels; eco-products, eco-factories and eco-communication.

* KGC: Komori Graphic Technology Center, KKM: Komori Machinery Co., Ltd., SERIA: SERIA CORPORATION, SERIA ENGINEERING, INC.

Director in charge of
environmental management

Project leader

The Komori Group will contribute to the realization of global and 
communal sustainability with prevention of global warming, 
measures for a recycling-based society and biodiversity as tenets.

Enhancing KOMORI’s corporate value

Green-PJ

Promotion of CSR

Development topics

∙ Introducing Scope3
  (Global warming measures)
∙ Promoting green purchasing, etc.

∙ Introduction of solar power generation
∙ Energy-saving activities
∙   Reduction in environmental impact of 
waste materials

∙   Development of energy-saving products 
in cooperation with development and 
design, including automatic lights-out in 
folder of web-fed press

Eco-communication
Environmentally friendly 

corporate activities
Environmental measures and
greater managerial efficiency

Environmentally friendly 
product development

15% reduction in CO2 in systems 
under development

Eco-products

Environmentally friendly 
production and facilities

3% annual reduction in CO2

Eco-factories

SecretariatDepartmental representatives

Sales 
Departments

Technology 
Division

Service 
Department Tsukuba Plant KGC SERIA Partner 

companiesKKM

E n v i ro n m e n t

Komori’s Basic Environment Policy

1.   We consistently pursue improvements, such as saving energy and other resources, reusing 
and recycling, and reducing all waste for corporate activities.

2.   We promote environmentally friendly printing presses and equipment. We practice green 
purchasing.

3.   We adhere strictly to environmental and related laws and ordinances while reducing 
emissions of hazardous chemical substances and striving to prevent pollution.

4.   We meet regularly to review environmental goals. We continuously reduce environmental loads.

5.   We will document, practice, and maintain this policy. We will educate employees about the 
policy to enhance their awareness of the need to safeguard the environment.

6.   We are committed to communicating with local residents, customers and related companies 
to aid environmental protection, and will disclose this policy to the general public.

ISO 14001 Certifications

Registered offices
Komori Corporation

(Tsukuba Plant)
Komori Corporation

(Techno Service Center)
Komori Machinery Co., Ltd.

Applicable Standard
ISO 14001: 2004

JIS Q 14001: 2004
ISO 14001: 2015

JIS Q 14001: 2015
ISO 14001: 2004

JIS Q 14001: 2004

Registration Number JQA-EM1949 JQA-EM3223 JQA-EM3213

Registration Date December 7, 2001 June 13, 2003 June 6, 2003

Certifying institution
Japan Quality 

Assurance Organization
Japan Quality 

Assurance Organization
Japan Quality 

Assurance Organization

KOMORI Eco Vision 2030 (Long-term Targets)

The long-term KOMORI Eco Vision 
2030 was drawn up by the Komori 
Group in 2015 and activities have 
continued to be carried out. The basic 
tenets of this vision are prevention 
of global warming, measures for  
a  recyc l i ng-based  soc ie t y  and 
b iod ivers i ty.  These or ientat ions 
support our aim of contributing to the 
realization of global and communal 
sustainability and fulfilment of our 
responsibilities as a global company.

2010
(base year)

2020
 CO2 emission volumes 

30% reduction compared 
with 2010 level

2030
 CO2 emission volumes 

50% reduction compared 
with 2010 level

∙ Prevention of global warming
∙   Modification of measures for a 

recycling-based society
∙ Biodiversity measures

(reducing the risk from  
chemical substances)
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Conventional
cover

Ink mist
removal

Ink mist removal 
+ VOC recovery equipment

Reduced by 50%

Reduced by 75%

Reduction in volume of VOCs

 E n v i r o n m e n t

Sheet-fed Offset Presses LITHRONE GX40RP
Emblematic of Komori Corporation’s high-performance, high-value-added 
machines, the LITHRONE GX40RP incorporates substantial upgrades with 
respect to previous models. For instance, it achieves substantial improvement 
with respect to production efficiency such as printing speeds of up to 18,000 
sheets per hour and parallel control with respect to component cleaning and 
plate changing, and has been overhauled to make it more environmentally sound. 
  The LITHRONE GX40RP consumes 13.8% less electricity than was initially the 
case during the development phase largely as a result of having achieved greater 
efficiency regarding controls of respective components, and having equipped it 
with DC blowers (based on comparison with eight-color printing machines). 
  Moreover, we also reduced the GLX40RP’s carbon dioxide emissions volume 
by 12.5% during the course of its life-cycle, in comparison with the development 
phase, by reducing carbon dioxide levels particularly during the emission-heavy 
materials-stage and use-stage.
  The LITHRONE GX40RP series of printing machinery is more environmentally 
sound and offers greater productivity than previous models.

Hirofumi Saitoh
Assistant Manager of Unit 1, 
Development Department 2,
Sheet-fed Press 
Development Division

Komori Corporation’s H-UV L(LED) system achieves high light irradiation volume using 

proprietary high-efficiency UV focusing technology developed by Komori, along with greater 

suitability as a double-sided press in addition to use as a single-sided press. 

  We highly recommend our H-UV L(LED) system particularly given its ability to handle print 

jobs with short turnaround times.

Environmentally-sound H-UV L(LED) system capable of short printing turnaround times

V o i c e

Measures Involving Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)

Printing is an industry which 
has to use inks, cleaners and 
other  mater ia ls  inc lud ing 
VOCs. We protect operators 
with environmentally compliant 
products that directly eliminate 
hazardous substances  in each 
printing unit. This includes ink 
mist removal equipment and 
VOC recovery equipment.

Effectively cleans ink permeated 
rollers using minimal VOCs, with a 
mixture of the three liquids: water, 
solvent and cleaner.

Automatic ink roller heavy duty cleaning system

The inker cover is sealed and ink 
mist generated in the inker is 
recovered upon being sucked into 
a filter specifically for that purpose.

Ink mist removal equipment

VOCs recovered from respective 
printing units are rendered harmless  
due to a fi lter equipped with a 
photocatalyst.

VOC recovery equipment

H-UV L

H-UV

Standard UV

2,700 2,750 2,800 2,850 2,900 2,950 3,000 hours

Increased by 7.0%

Increased by 6.7%

H-UV L

H-UV

Standard UV

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Reduced by 68.5%
Reduced by 87.2%

kWh

H-UV L (LED) System
We have added an LED-type model to our H-UV series of the Company’s proprietary UV curing systems. 
  This curing system offers strong performance in terms of total operating time due to features that include instant start-up characteristic of 
LED lighting, greater productivity owing to instant start-up capability, and reduced maintenance thanks to a longer lamp service life (see 
graph, bottom left). 
  The H-UV L (LED) UV curing system also achieves substantially better performance in terms of power consumption, using approximately 
87% less electricity than average UV curing systems and approximately 69% less electricity than H-UV systems (see graph, bottom right).
  The product is very environmentally sound given its dual advantages of heightened productivity and lower electric power consumption.

Total per-day electricity consumption

360,000

380,000

400,000

420,000

440,000

460,000

480,000

500,000

GX40RP, 
development phase

GX40RP, 
latest model

Reduced by 13.8%

Annual electricity consumption (kWh) CO2 reduction throughout 10-year 
operating life-cycle (t-CO2)

* The duration of use-stage is estimated to be ten years.

*1. Actual performance varies depending on lighting conditions.
*2. Calculated assuming 300 annual operating days of 10 hours per day.

*1. Actual performance varies depending on lighting conditions.
*2. Calculated assuming 300 annual operating days of 10 hours per day.

Operating time over 300 days annually

Use-stage (electric power and paper waste)
95.7% (2038ton-CO2)
Transportation
0.1% (2.1ton-CO2)
Manufacture (design and production)
0.6% (13.1ton-CO2)
Materials (manufacture and procurement)
3.6% (77.3ton-CO2)

GX40RP, 
latest model

0

100

2,000

2,250

2,500
Reduced by 12.5%

GX40RP, 
development phase

Three Pillars of the Green Concept

Realization of the three pillars of the Green Concept—Clean 

(pollution prevention), Saving (resource protection) and 

Safety—will define the development of the next generation 

of printing machinery. While always committed to reduction 

of waste paper and improvement of the working environment, 

as well as further development of energy-saving and noise-

reducing systems, Komori is dedicated to developing 

environment-friendly printing equipment that aims at co-

existence of the environment, people and nature.

 Clean: Prevention of pollution

Measures for printing 
materials

Consumables and oil/fat products

Plant environment 
measures

Control of rise in room temperature and spray powder 
scattering

 Saving: Resource protection

Energy measures
Reduction of power consumption (reduce CO2 emission 
volumes)

Printing waste measures Reduction of usage volumes of printing paper and ink

 Safety

Consideration for 
workers

Reduced noise, reduced odor, measures to prevent 
accidents, and solutions for hazardous solvents

Measures for preventive 
maintenance

Improvement of self-diagnosis mechanisms

Unless preventive measures are taken, 
printing presses are industrial products 
that cause significant environmental 
impact, consuming as they do vast 
amounts of paper, ink and other 
mater ials and, during operat ion, 
electricity and other energy sources.
 The greatest environmental concern 
with regard to printing machinery is 
reduction of waste which accompanies 
production of printed materials.
 At Komori, we go beyond reduction 
of waste in the printing process. We 
are  a lso  commi t ted  to  product 
development and design that aims to 
ensure printing machinery that is 
friendly to the global environment and 
humanity throughout the life-cycle.

 Environmental impact assessments
In our production designing process, 
we identify items that may affect  
t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t ,  a n d  c r e a t e 
development plans that minimize 
those environmental impacts.

 Life-cycle assessments
Life-cycle assessments for newly 
developed machinery cover not only 
products themselves but also the 
entire product life-cycle, spanning 
par ts  procurement ,  p rocesses , 
deliveries and use. Such evaluations 
enable us to ensure development of 
printing machinery that is energy-and 
resource-saving, and also friendly to 
the global environment.

 Printing machinery operational  feedback
Depending on usage status, the 
energy and resource consumption of 
printing presses varies greatly.
 We carry out follow-up surveys on 
u s a g e  o p e r a t i o n a l  a n d  u s a g e 
operational status of the printing 
machinery delivered to and used by 
our customers, and reflect those 
results in our designs by using ICT 
solut ions to ensure that pr int ing 
machinery can be used over the long 
term in sound condi t ion by our 
customers, and is fr iendly to the 
global environment.

Environment-friendly Design

Komori’s Green Concept

At Komori, “Green” has been designated as a keyword that 

denotes a state of co-existence embracing the environment, 

people and nature. We believe that “green” must entail a 

calm, bright future where co-existence and mutual balance 

is maintained among them. This is the essence of the 

philosophy behind the Green Concept promoted by Komori.

Clean

Environment-friendly design

Reduction of running 
costs through 

environmental measures

Global warming 
measures

Preserving
biodiversity

Chemical substance 
measures

Improving the working 
environment

Saving Safety

Eco-Products (Development)
By developing environmental products needed by the customer, we 
wil l win new sales opportunities and work to further reduce 
environmental impact, while meeting relevant legal and regulatory 
product requirements.

Eco-Products (Environment-Friendly Products)
By developing environmental products needed by the customer, we will win new 
sales opportunities and work to further reduce environmental impact, while 
meeting relevant legal and regulatory product requirements.

Annual operating time
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 E n v i r o n m e n t

Eco-Communication (Environment-Friendly Customer Products)
The Komori Graphic Technology Center (KGC) organically integrates the three 
functions described below, and actively disseminates the latest information to our 
customers and industry players worldwide in acting as a core location for developing 
various Komori solutions, including those involving the natural environment.

We are sincerely grateful to everyone for doing their utmost with respect to ensuring that we 
achieved remarkable training outcomes during the Bangladesh personnel training, according to their 
survey and despite various circumstances having been atypical this time around.

While riding on the train bound for Tokyo, a manager remarked that Komori’s training had been 
more useful than any the manager had undergone up to that point.

That certainly would seem to hold true given that participants are actually taught about 
technologies they currently need to use, which doubtlessly means they are able to make use of what 
they have learned on the very day they return to their jobs. This is unlike existing forms of training 
which tend to feature entirely conceptual and general content.

The content covered in the training aside, we feel it is equally or more important that we attentively 
listen both for what others are seeking and for necessary details, that we maintain an attitude which 
is conducive to carefully and patiently teaching over a sufficient duration of time, and that we have 
learned from the experience, particularly in terms of how Komori employees approach their work. 
With that in mind, we would like to express our gratitude to everyone involved.

From Customer Questionnaires

V o i c e

KGC performs a variety of product 
demonstrations using actual equipment 
including state-of-the-art printing 
machinery and systems. 

The demonstrations enable observers 
to verify top-level machine features 
as well as performance, productivity, 
operability and safety.

Demonstration

KGC fully supports our customers’ human 
resources development initiatives by developing 
and offering various types of training curriculum 
involving offset printing quality and productivity 
improvement. 

Moreover, its practical, hands-on approach to 
training enables participants to acquire a greater 
degree of practical knowledge and skills.

Printing College & 
Training KGC contributes to the printing industry’s 

development and helps us generate profits 
through its initiatives that involve carrying 
out basic research on printing technologies 
and developing new technologies, devices 
and products based on printing software-
related technologies.

To such ends, KGC promotes collaborative 
efforts in conjunction with industry and 
academia, as well as with manufacturers 
of materials and equipment.

Printing R&D

The Netherlands / Utrecht China / Shenzhen The United States / Chicago

E
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Masayuki Tomimatsu
Environment Technology 
Unit ,  Environment & 
Analysis Technology 
Development Office

Carried out in conjunction with the Personnel Division, this initiative has resulted in substantial economic benefit above and beyond its 
environmental contribution.

This combination of environmental conservation and economic benefit constitutes the ideal of those of us who are environmental 
team members, and is the duty of our team.

Expertise gained from this initiative has been extended in a consistent format across the entire Komori Group, thereby improving 
Komori’s ability to recycle resources, furthermore contributing to our results in Nikkei’s external environmental assessment. 

Going forward, we will continue to create outstanding initiatives with the aim of helping to further heighten Komori’s corporate value.

Substantial improvement to the natural environment, costs and management capabilities through enhanced waste management practices

V o i c e

Upgrading Air-conditioning and Heating Systems

We have made plans to upgrade the factory air-
conditioning and heating systems of the Tsukuba Plant.

Accordingly, we are going to install Leading & Low-
carbon Technology air-cooled heat pump chiller units 
which Japan’s Ministry of the Environment certifies as 
offering the highest level of energy efficiency, thereby 
potentially reducing carbon dioxide emissions substantially. 

The modular design of the air-cooled heat pump chiller 
makes it possible to repair and inspect individual modules 
of the system thereby minimizing risk of breakdown.

In addition, the units can be easily switched between 
heating and cooling.

We aim to reduce carbon dioxide emissions generated 
by the Tsukuba Plant as a result of successively 
introducing and upgrading to environmentally-sound 
equipment in accordance with power utility medium- to 
long-term plans.

Tsukuba Plant: Improving Distribution

With respect to a majority of our procurement activities, we 
have been working to streamline procurement logistics by 
employing our proprietary milk-run approach.

At the end of 2017, we undertook review of pickup locations 
in terms of our milk-run routes in the Kanto area. As a result, 
we have been able to reduce transport distance, optimize 
physical distribution and greatly cut down on vehicle travel.

Consequently, we expect to decrease our carbon dioxide 
emissions by approximately 71 tons annually, while reducing 
our distribution costs by several million yen per year.

Tsukuba Plant: Improvements Regarding Waste Materials

We have undertaken review with respect to processes for recycling all 
industrial waste and valuable materials generated by the Tsukuba 
Plant. 

As such, we have been persisting with our efforts to achieve zero 
emissions (zero waste for final disposal), particularly through efforts that 
involve developing tools for market value management, changing 
methods of waste oil and waste liquid treatment, collecting wooden 
pallets on a free-of-charge basis, reusing plastic pallets and thoroughly 
separating waste. Accordingly, we have managed to generate 
proceeds amounting to 4 million yen per year, in contrast to having 
incurred a loss of 8 
million yen previously, 
while also reducing 
c a r b o n  d i o x i d e 
emissions by 3 tons 
on an annual basis, 
in comparison with 
leve ls when using 
conventional means 
of  waste d isposal 
and transportation.

Upon installing air-cooled heat pump 
chillers, we expect to reduce our CO2 

emissions by 43% in comparison with 
levels using our existing equipment.

Solar Power Generation at Tsukuba Plant

Our environmental activities carried out under our “Green-Project” 
initiative have involved installing solar power generation equipment 
with a capacity of 534.2 kWh at our Tsukuba Plant in December 
2016. The equipment was installed on some of the facility’s 
rooftops across an area equivalent in size to a soccer field.
  The solar power system has generated electricity equivalent to 
that needed to power 142 standard households, all of which has 
been consumed within the Company.
  In fiscal 2017, the system substantially contributed to reducing 
peak power consumption, having generated approximately 
630,000 kWh of electricity, amounting to 4% more than the 
610,000 kWh originally estimated. 
  Our initiatives to reduce environmental impact by generating 
solar power have helped increase our corporate value as an 
operator of eco-factories.

The Tsukuba Plant’s solar panel 
modules are likely to result in a 
reduction in emissions of CO2 
equivalent to afforestation of an 
area that is about four times the 
size of the Tokyo Dome stadium 
complex (46,755m2).

CO2 emission volumes (annual)

Waste-related expenses (million yen  / year)

We will work to further reduce environmental impact and take measures 
to meet relevant legal and regulatory product requirements, through 
consolidation of production technologies and techniques.

Eco-Factories (Procurement and Production)
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 E n v i r o n m e n t

Measures to Reduce Emissions and Transfers 
of Chemical Substances on Pollutant Release 
and Transfer Register (PRTR)

Komori aims to ensure that all of the products that it manufactures and sells are safe and friendly to 
the global environment with little environmental burden. To achieve this goal, we have established 
the “Komori Green Procurement Standard Guidelines,” and accordingly we promote initiatives that 
involve adhering to all applicable laws and regulations for chemical substances and working for 
preservation of biodiversity, eliciting the cooperation of both our suppliers and our customers.

Green Procurement

We are continuously working for the proper control and the reduction of chemical 
substances.

In Europe, the REACH regulations require registration of chemical substances and 
provision of information of substances of very high concern contained in products. In 
order to comply with the regulations for chemical substances including the REACH 
regulations, we have established the system and rules to understand and properly 
control chemical substances contained in products, and operate such system and 
rules with the cooperation from our partner companies.

As demands mount for the proper control and reduction of chemical substances, 
which includes increasing the types of chemical substances and expanding the scope 
subject to the RoHS Directive in Europe, similar laws and regulations are being 
developed in other countries and regions. Komori responds to those regulations 
systematically while assessing the scope of application of those regulations.

Control of Chemical Substances

As printing presses use a large 
amount of resources, mainly 
steel, and impose a large bur-
den on the environment during 
the use-phase in light of the life-
cycle, we have worked for the 
reduction of CO2 emission vol-
umes mainly in terms of prod-
ucts and production. However, 
in order to further contribute to 
the establishment of a sustain-
able society,  we launched 
Scope3 in fiscal 2016 the previ-
ous fiscal year, aiming to devote 
more efforts to global warming 
countermeasures as a respon-
sible product manufacturer.

Scope3
Category

FY2016 CO2 
emissions 

(tons)

Whether to be 
introduced 

or not

1 Purchased products and services 296,907

2 Capital goods 10,743

3 Fuel and energy related activities 2,129

4 Upstream transportation and distribution 18,421

5 Waste generated from business operations 142

6 Business trips 1,703

7 Commute of employees 809

8 Upstream lease assets 0 N/A

9 Downstream transportation and distribution 0 N/A

10 Processing of products sold 0 N/A

11 Use of products sold 578,136

12 Disposal of products sold 0 N/A

13 Downstream lease assets 0 N/A

14 Franchise 0 N/A

15 Investment 0 N/A

Total 908,990

In fiscal 2017, our emission and transfer volumes of 
substances subject to Japan’s PRTR law decreased by 9% 
year on year to 7,157kg. A factor that has acted to 
increase our emission and transfer volumes has been 
Komori’s addition of the Seria Group beginning in fiscal 
2014. We will persist with our efforts to reduce our use of 
substances that are subject to Japan’s PRTR law.

Material Balance

Measures to Reduce CO2 Emission Volume

In fiscal 2017, CO2 emission volumes of the entire Komori 
Group decreased by 3.7% year on year to 15,772.4 tons.The 
decrease is largely attributable to the effects of generating solar 
power at the Tsukuba Plant and substantial energy-savings 
results by having introduced a program for reducing power 
consumed by the plant’s indoor air conditioning units.We will 
continue with our efforts to reduce CO2 emission volumes.

Measures to Reduce Water Usage

In fiscal 2017, water usage (water discharge) of the entire 
Komori Group increased by 2.4% year on year to 93,721 
m3.The increase is attributable to having handled a greater 
volume of production.We will continue with our efforts to 
reduce water usage.
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Measures to Reduce Amount 
of General Waste

In fiscal 2017, the amount of general waste of the entire 
Komori Group decreased by 6.5% year on year to 
203,088kg. We will persist with our efforts to reduce 
amounts of general waste.
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 7,157 kg

Emissions and transfers of 
chemical substances on Pollutant 
Release and Transfer Register

Offset printing presses 390 units
Digital printing systems 48 units
Screen printers 162 units
Total 600 units

Number of units 
produced

 203,088 kg

General waste 
amount

 5.0 metric tons

Service and 
repair parts

Waste testing paper and cardboard 
 545.9 metric tons

Waste oil and liquid 330.7 metric tons

Metal scrap 1,199.5 metric tons

Waste plastics 108.0 metric tons

Others 222.9 metric tons

Volume recycled

CO2 emissions 15,772.4 t-CO2

Greenhouse gases

Nitrogen oxides 3.6 metric tons

Sulfur oxides 1.3 metric tons

Air pollutants

 93,721 m³

Water discharges

CO2 emissions 
 1,025.8 t-CO2

Greenhouse gas 
emissions

2
Point

3
Point

Electricity 28,808,391 kWh

Fuel (crude oil equivalent) 1,577 kl

Energy inputs

 134,720 m³

Water 

Virgin paper test print runs
 466.4 metric tons

Recycled copy paper
 14 metric tons

Paper 
consumption

Ink 3.0 metric tons

Plates 3.1 metric tons

Water 0.2 kl

Solvents 0.1 kl

Indirect printing 
materials

Toluene 4.6 kl

Xylene 0.5 kl

Others 1.2 kl

Inputs of chemical substances 
on Pollutant Release and 
Transfer Register

Castings and steel materials
 15,257 metric tons
Others 311 metric tons

Parts and 
materials

Paper 6 metric tons

Operating manuals 
and parts lists

 414 kl

Fuel 

 5.0 metric tons

Service and 
repair parts

1
Point
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 E n v i r o n m e n t

Amount of capital investment for the fiscal year (consolidation basis) 1,201 million yen
Total amount of research and development cost of the fiscal year 4,785 million yen
Gain on sale of valuables pertaining to (3) of 【1】 16.10 million yen

(Unit: million yen)

Classification Details of major efforts
FY2016 FY2017 Increase/decrease compared 

to the previous fiscal year
Invested 
amount Cost Invested 

amount Cost Invested 
amount Cost

【1】
Cost within
business areas

(1)   Pollution prevention cost  
(Reduction of waste discharge) — 1.5 — 3.7 — 246.7%

(2)   Cost of global environmental preservation
(Operation and maintenance of 
energy-saving equipment)

110.1 2.1 10.3 3.5 9.4% 166.7%

(3) Resource recycling cost
(Disposal of industrial/general waste) — 20.1 — 16.5 — 82.1%

【2】
Upstream/
downstream cost

(1)   Procurement and purchase of 
environmental goods

(2)   Packing materials for parts 
required by improving the method 
of delivery of purchased goods

— 9.8 — 14.5 — 148.0%

【3】
Management
activity cost

(1)   Establishment and maintenance of the 
environmental management system

(2)   Personnel cost for the organizations 
for environmental measures

— 16.7 — 16.5 — 98.8%

【4】
Research and
development 
cost

(1)   Development of environment-
friendly products

(2)   Development of environmental 
preservation equipment, etc.

— 37.8 — 87.9 — 234.4%

【5】
Social activity 
cost

(1)   Community clean-up activities 
and improvement of environment 
such as landscape

— 8.0 — 20.4 — 255.0%

【6】
Environmental
restoration cost

(1)   Damages in connection with 
environmental preservation — — — — — —

Total 110.1 96.1 10.3 163 9.4% 169.8%

The amount we invested in environmental pres-
ervation in fiscal 2017 was 10.3 million yen.The 
investment has covered costs of introducing 
the equipment for reducing air conditioning 
power consumption at the Tsukuba Plant, and 
costs of upgrading power supply transformers 
of our subsidiary Komori Machinery Co., Ltd. 
The amount of cost was increased by 66.9 mil-
lion yen compared to the previous fiscal year to 
163.0 million yen. The amount of cost does not 
include depreciation expenses.

Cost of Environmental Preservation

Calculation method:
(1)   The calculation period is from April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018.
(2)   The scope of calculation of the cost of environmental 

preservation includes the Tsukuba Plant, Service Tech-
nology Department and Komori Machinery Co., Ltd., 
all of which acquired ISO certifications.

(3)   Calculat ion was made based on the Environmental 
Accounting Guidelines 2005 issued by the Ministry of 
the Environment.

(4)   The amount of cost does not include depreciation ex-
penses. Management activity cost and research and 
development cost include personnel cost.

Total amount of energy use and CO2 emission-
volumes were both decreased. We consider that 
such decreases were brought about by the 
Group’s environmental activities and the effect of 
equipment introduced in the previous first half of 
the fiscal year that materialized throughout the 
fiscal year, as well as the effect of the three-plant 
system.

Power coefficients were based on the coeffi-
cient for fiscal 2010 which is the base year used 
in KOMORI Eco Vision 2030.

Effect of Environmental Preservation Effects Item FY2015 (1) FY2016 (2) (2)-(1)
Comparison with the 

previous fiscal year (%)

Effects of 
resources input 
into business 
activities

Total amount of energy use (GJ) 358,794 345,329 -13,465 96.25

Water input (m3) 91,494 93,721 2,227 102.43

Effects of 
environmental 
burden and waste 
disposal 
discharged from 
business 
activities

CO2 emission volumes (tCO2) 16,387 15,772 -615 96.25

SOx emission volumes (t) 1 1 0 100

NOx emission volumes (t) 4 4 0 100

Soot and dust emission volumes (t) 0 0 0 0.00

Emission and transfer volumes of substances 
on the Pollutant Release and Transfer Register 6 6 0 100

Waste discharge volumes (t) 2,748 2,610 -138 94.98

Waste landfill volumes (t) 1 1 0 100.00 

The purpose of environmental accounting is: to confirm the investment effect and cost effect of the effort 
towards environmental preservation; to effectively distribute resources for environmental preservation; and to 
publicly inform the Komori Group’s effort for environmental preservation.

Environmental Accounting

S o c i a l

Together with Customers
While providing safe and high quality products, technologies, and services that match the needs of 

customers worldwide to attain the satisfaction and trust of customers, we contribute to the promotion of art, 

culture, and communication.

Since the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake in January 1995, Komori has been 
conducting educational initiatives encompassing training using actual printing 
machinery. Carried out under the theme “Course on Printing Machinery: Rescue 
Activities and Safety,” the program is offered to rescue workers from fire 
academies, fire departments and fire stations primarily located in the Kansai 
region. Content of the program includes basic knowledge of printing machinery, 
case studies of incidents involving human injury and circumstances that have 
given rise to such incidents, and knowledge required when taking part in rescue 
work.Komori will contribute to its customers and society going forward by 
steadfastly engaging in such activities, amid the looming threat of natural 
disasters, particularly in the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011, 
the Kumamoto Earthquake in 2016, and substantial destruction caused by 
flooding in Japan.

Rescue Training

Rescue training held at the Osaka Regional Headquarters

The Bank of England issued ten pound polymer banknotes in 2017, subsequent 
to its five pound polymer banknotes issued in 2016. Polymer banknotes provide 
greater protection against counterfeiting through use of polymer in conjunction 
with cutting-edge security features. The new banknotes are printed using Komori 
banknote production lines, by De La Rue which is the world’s largest printer of 
banknotes and passports. De La Rue’s executive officer in charge of 
manufacturing technology gave Komori credit for having made it possible to 
deliver high-quality product as a result of having cleared various hurdles inherent 
in polymer printing. As the only currency printing machinery manufacturer to 
deliver such equipment to Japan’s National Printing Bureau over a span of six 
decades, Komori has now delivered currency printers to buyers in more than  ten 
different countries.

Komori: Helping the Bank of England Develop New Banknotes

New ten-pound polymer banknote issued in 2017

The KOMORI Calendar 2018 depicts a colorful “bingata” dyed cloth.

“Bingata” is a traditional dyeing technique that has been handed down to 

modern-day Okinawa from the era of the Ryukyu Kingdom, with “bin” in “bingata” 

meaning “colors,” and “gata” referring to the notion of various patterns.

The title of this year’s calendar is “GRACE IN COLOR.” The calendar was 

made using digital printers, offset H-UV and screen printing technologies, and 

accordingly it broadly expresses the notion of Komori’s business development 

through its design crafted by an up-and-coming bingata artist.

KOMORI Calendar 2018 
“GRACE IN COLOR”

S
o

cial

Location Country Address Overall water risk 
(Analysis using Aqueduct tool)

Water consumption at 
designated location 
(provisional settings 
for locations other 

than Tsukuba)

Overall
assessment

Potential risks 
(high and greater risk) Remarks

Headquarters Japan Sumida-ku, Tokyo High risk (3-4) B 3.5B
High flood risk, 

extremely high water 
stress

Water supply is less than demand, and susceptible to 
flooding and water inundation.
Actions that may be taken include adopting water re-use 
practices, disclosing information, developing flood evacuation 
routes, and developing such frameworks and training.

Tsukuba Plant Japan Tsukuba City, Ibaraki 
Pref. Medium to high risk (2-3) C 2.5C High typhoon risk, 

medium water stress Current measures are deemed adequate.

Komori Global Parts Center Japan Noda City, Chiba Pref. Medium to high risk (2-3) B 2.5B

Komori Machinery Co., Ltd. Japan Higashiokitama-gun, 
Yamagata Pref. Medium to high risk (2-3) C 2.5C High typhoon risk, 

medium water stress Current measures are deemed adequate.

SERIA ENGINEERING, INC. Japan Gujo City, Gifu Pref. Low to medium risk (1-2) C 1.5C

Komori-Chambon S.A.S. France Orléans, Loiret Low to medium risk (1-2) B 2.5B

Komori Machinery (Nantong) 
Co., Ltd. China Nantong City, 

Jiangsu Province High risk (3-4) B 3.5B High flood risk, high 
water stress

Water supply is less than demand, and susceptible to flooding 
and water inundation.
Actions that may be encouraged include installing water-saving 
equipment, disclosing information, developing flood evacuation 
routes, and developing such frameworks and training.

Using the Aqueduct tool of the World Resources Institute (WRI), we have quantified water risk and stresses 
in geographic areas where Komori has business operations, and in particular have identified areas prone to 
high risk. The results revealed that our headquarters is exposed to a substantial risk of floods, which led us 
to purchase additional sandbags for use in the underground parking lot.

Water-related Risks

C…10,000 100,000m3   B…1,000 9,999m3   A…1 999m3

Komori’s 2018 calendar titled, 
“GRACE IN COLOR”
2017©YUUKA ARAKAKI / 
OFFICE SQUARE LLC., All rights reserved.
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S o c i a l

We formulated the Komori Group Code of Corporate 
Conduct and the Komori Group Employee Conduct 
Standards in 2006. These standards aim to ensure that 
we comply with domestic and international laws and 
regulat ions and respect universal human r ights, 
respecting the personalities and individuality of all people 
concerned with our business and not discriminating 
against them. We have translated these standards into 
seven languages, and are endeavoring to increase 
awareness of human rights at Group companies in Japan 
and abroad.

Respect for Human Rights

In Japan, we maintain a childcare support program that is 
used by nearly 100% of our employees with young 
children, and we offer shorter working hours to people 
who must devote more time to looking after their young 
ones. We also maintain a nursing care support program.

Support for Work-Family Balance

We employ persons with disabilities in accordance with the 
statutory standard and provide work assistance, harnessing 
the JOB Coaching Program and support for long-term 
workplace adaptation after employment (of the employment 
support centers for persons with disabilities), and continue 
to offer individual support regarding work and company life.

Employment of Persons with Disabilities

We provide a wide range of support geared to addressing increasingly diverse 
employee lifestyles and needs. Accordingly, we have long been offering housing 
assistance particularly in the form of dormitories for single employees, company 
dwellings and housing allowances, while also offering employee benefit 
programs such as employee savings programs, employee stock ownership 
plans, group insurance policies, as well as congratulatory and condolence 
allowances. Moreover with respect to our retirement allowances and pension 
plans, we are addressing needs of our diverse range of employees by 
expanding options in terms of how and when they receive payments by 
introducing both defined-contribution and defined-benefit pension plans.

Living Assistance

Based on the policy that everything is founded on safety 
and health, we make group-wide efforts to maintain safe, 
secure and accident-free workplaces.
Each Group company and business site undertakes 
initiatives based on its specific health and safety plans. All 
sites endeavor to conduct health and safety patrols of 
workplaces geared to needs of such locations and 
enhance the activ it ies of their health and safety 
committees. Meanwhile, each workplace engages in 
initiatives geared to reducing risk and improving levels of 
health and safety management. This includes engaging in 
initiatives and training to reduce “near-miss” events and 
other potential workplace labor risks, and also to reduce 
vehicle accidents during and on the way to work. In fiscal 
2017, no accidents involving death or injury resulting in 
lost workdays occurred with respect to our operations in 
Japan (*2).

Occupational Health and Safety

We maintain and promote employee health based on our policy 
that everything is founded on safety and health. We provide 
assistance for employee health maintenance, particularly to prevent 
the onset of mental and physical disorders by ensuring proper 
health management pursuant to Japan’s Industrial Safety and 
Health Act and by having industrial physicians conduct medical 
inquiries and interviews with respect to employees who work long 
hours. Moreover, we are working to help prevent the onset of 
mental health disorders by encouraging our employees to gain 
awareness of their own levels of stress, and by improving our 
workplace environments, in response to the need for stress 
assessment programs mandated in December 2015 in accordance 
with revisions to Japan’s Industrial Safety and Health Act.

Initiatives to Promote Health

Komori drew up an action plan in 2016 based on Japan’s Act 
on Promotion of Women’s Participation and Advancement in 
the Workplace, and has launched specific initiatives geared to 
further promoting empowerment of women in its workforce.

Promoting Women’s Empowerment

Employees play a key role in supporting a corporation. As 
such, efforts to develop mechanisms for treating employees 
appropriately and making the most of their capabilities form 
the foundations of positive relationships between employees 
and corporations, and otherwise act as a driving force in 
fueling a corporation’s sustainable growth. Komori aims to 
become a company that provides safe and healthy work 
environments that are motivating and conducive to work. To 
such ends, we comply with labor laws and regulations, 
maintain and develop fair relations with our employees, and 
maintain workplace environments that draw on attributes of 
a diverse range of talent.

Labor Practices

Every year we implement an awards program undertaken to 
recognize employees for distinguished service achieved in the 
course of doing business. Our awards are divided into three 
groups: development awards for efforts in development and 
design; achievement awards for achievements across the board 
involv ing technology, product ion, serv ices, sales and 
management, and; awards for customer Kando (customer 
satisfaction beyond expectations). The development awards are 
granted to those who have come up with outstanding ideas and 
inventions. The achievement awards are granted to those who 
have engaged in efforts that apply such ideas and inventions 
toward specific products and business endeavors. The customer 
Kando awards are granted to those whose efforts have resulted 
in high levels of customer satisfaction and inspiration.

Awards Program

Together with Employees
We value individual abilities and experiences. To continue to be a “fulfilling 
company” for employees as well, various measures are in place in an effort 
to foster personnel development. Moving forward, we will work to respond 
to expectations from society.

Komori has long placed emphasis on achieving mutual 
prosperity in conjunction with its employees. Going 
forward, we continue respecting the basic rights of our 
employees, while holding to our framework for mutual 
cooperation which is geared to building fair labor-
management relations and improving our occupational 
health and safety practices.

Respect for Worker Rights

 Respect for basic rights of employees

Employees are allowed to form labor unions in Japan, so in 
Japan Komori recognizes that labor unions wield the three 
primary rights of labor (the right to organize, the right to 
collective bargaining, and the right to act collectively) with 
respect to collective labor agreements concluded between 
company representatives and labor union representatives.

 Labor-management cooperation toward improving health and safety standards

In collective labor agreements concluded between Komori 
and Komori labor unions, our stipulations cover health and 
safety measures, medical examinations and other such 
matters, and accordingly we strive to improve workplace 
health and safety standards through efforts that entail 
cooperation between labor and management. In addition, 
our health and safety committees, which are established on 
the basis of laws and regulations, engage in activities that 
include drawing up health and safety action plans geared 
to developing workplace environments where employees 
are able to work in a safe and healthy manner, as well as 
reviewing and implementing measures for preventing work-
related accidents and their recurrence.

Yasuko Abe
Assistant Manager 
o f  O p e r a t i o n s 
Unit, Operations 
D e p a r t m e n t , 
Personnel Division

We serve our customers based on the notion that each and every encounter with a customer is valuable. We were 
recognized for providing hospitality in relation to operations at our Tsukuba operations and Komori Machinery (KKM) in 
a manner that has earned trust of our customers extending beyond customer satisfaction and providing them a sense 
of security. We received the award as a result of the sincere approach we have taken in dealing with our customers. 
Going forward, we will practice hospitality toward achieving customer Kando that involves serving every customer with 
a smile. Moreover, we will help increase Komori’s corporate value as a company that empowers its female workforce.

A word from the Customer Kando award recipient

V o i c e

Customer Kando award
Awarded for results in improving Komori’s brand image with respect to providing meticulous 
customer service, and for increasing Komori’s corporate value by promoting women’s empowerment
Operations Department, Personnel Division of Tsukuba Plant and Administration Department of KKM Frequency rate of work-related accidents

*1 One major Komori Group location;   *2 Three major Komori Group locations

In fiscal 2017, we engaged in three types of initiatives, 

listed as follows, on the basis of our action plan.

2014(*1) 2015(*1) 2016(*1) 2017(*2)

KOMORI 0.00 0.00 1.52 0.00

All industries 1.66 1.61 1.63 1.66

Manufacturing industry 1.06 1.06 1.15 1.02

Going forward, we wil l further promote init iatives 
throughout the Group while successively implementing 
PDCA (plan-do-check-act) practices with respect to the 
action plan, with the aim of extending the range of areas 
where our female employees take on active roles.

i.  We will actively promote women to managerial positions, and 
accordingly provide training to female employees in assistant 
manager positions (efforts to include mid-career recruitment).

ii.  We will consider opportunities for adopting new 
personnel programs centered on job duties.

iii.  We will carry out job rotations of female employees in a manner that exposes 
them to a more extensive range of occupational areas and job duties.

Action Plan

Initiative 1: Promoting career development opportunities for female employees
We changed occupational designations and provided career 
training for women (for those changing careers) and seminars 
with female lecturers (hosted by Tsukuba operations).

Initiative 2: Encouraging workplace awareness among supervisors and coworkers
The career training for women consisted of group projects 
involving supervisors and one-on-one interviews with supervisors.

Initiative 3: Developing workplace environments conducive to balancing childcare and work
We had industrial physicians conduct inquiries, established points of contact for consultations, 
and developed better management and support for those taking childcare leave.

S
o

cial
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Together with Suppliers
We will actively fulfill our responsibilities to society by providing fair and 

sound business opportunities to our suppliers, in addition to 

complying with laws and regulations.

Komori’s printing presses require an extremely large number of components and 
high quality construction, particularly given their nature as precision machinery 
designed on the basis of many custom specifications tailored to customer 
demands. As such, Komori’s business activities first and foremost involve forging 
relationships of trust with its partner companies. 

With that in mind, we conclude standard purchase agreements with our 
partner companies, and accordingly engage in procurement in a manner 
whereby both parties mutually adhere to Komori’s corporate philosophy. 
Moreover, we regularly hold scheduled meetings simultaneously at our two major 
plants, and accordingly endeavor to communicate more extensively by sharing 
details on prevailing circumstances and frequently exchanging key information.

Procurement

Partner company briefing session

Students viewing a demonstration of the actual printing process using 
sheet-fed offset printing presses and digital printing systems.

Students showing great interest in the latest digital printing systems

The beautiful cherry blossoms of Nukanome 
Cherry-tree Way can be viewed every year

In Fiscal 2017, our environmental classes held 
at the Tsukuba Plant were attended by 31 
fourth grader students from Tsukuba Shiritsu 
Imagashima Elementary School. The students 
were given tours of the “eco-plant” facility 
which is a model factory in terms of its 
thorough environmentally sound design and its 
use of energy efficient solutions. For instance, 

KOMORI Environmental Classes Practical environmental measures for the next generation

Komori’s athletes providing guidance on 
calisthenics and stretching

Some students asked if they could run the relays 
one more time (about 50 meters per runner)

Every year, Komori’s track and field team holds 
annual track and field workshops. The team 
engaged with 72 junior high school students 
from Hokkaido’s Kushiro City, giving them in-
struction particularly focused on calisthenics 
normally incorporated into their training rou-
tines. At Takahata-machi in Yamagata Prefec-
ture, the team organized relay races using a 
straight running track. The event, which also 
included a question and answer session and 
photos, proved to be a great success.

Track and Field Workshops Held in Kushiro City and Takahata-machi

Every year it is possible to view blossoms of the cherry trees growing along the banks of the 
Mogami River which runs south of Komori Group member Komori Machinery Co., Ltd. Known 
as “Nukanome Cherry-tree Way,” the road is a popular location for viewing cherry blossom in 
the Takahata area. Komori Machinery employees acting as members of the Nukanome Cherry 
Tree Association, an organization of volunteers, took part in the event which involved cutting 
weeds, fertilizing soil, handling pest control and other such tasks, carried out in order to en-
hance the beauty of the Cherry-tree Way landscape. The activity is carried out with the aim of 
protecting the cherry trees in conjunction with community members and the local government. 
As such, we hope that it will help ensure biodiversity, while also giving rise to communication.

Nukanome Cherry-tree Way Scenery Beautification Activity

Together with Communities
To constantly advance in step with society, Komori, which aims to be 
a company that delivers Kando to its customers, will actively 
contribute to society through various social activities, and work to 
communicate with people in communities.

Intellectual property is an important asset of technology manufacturers such as 
Komori, and acts as an indispensable factor with respect to achieving greater 
corporate value. 

The Komori Group shows respect for intellectual property of third parties and 
takes active steps to secure and use its own intellectual property rights, as 
stated under the section on protecting intellectual property rights in the Komori 
Group Employee Conduct Standards. 

The Komori Group works to develop an in-house environment conducive to 
stimulating valuable inventions. Accordingly, through our invention creation 
activities we are enhancing the skills of our designers so that they can pinpoint 
the essential nature of challenges and draw on various approaches.

Initiatives Involving Intellectual Property

Sheetfed 
offset presses

17%

Offset
web-fed 
presses

25%

security printing 
presses

40%

PE

4%

DPS

6%

Others

8%

Patents registered in Japan
(224 patents)

Sheetfed 
offset presses

24%

Offset
web-fed 
presses

16%

security printing 
presses

46%

DPS

4%

Others

9%

PE

1%

Patents registered overseas
(314 patents)

 Patents held by Komori Corporation (As of March 2018)

the factory walls are equipped with 178 solar 
panels that produce electricity equivalent to 
that needed to power 180 fluorescent lights, 
and the factory site is equipped with outdoor 
lighting that incorporates wind power and 
solar power generators. 

At the workshop on global warming, the 
students were taught that Japan ranks fifth in 

the world in terms of its carbon dioxide 
emissions, and learned about simple ways 
that they can conserve electricity at home. Mr. 
Numata, a teacher chaperoning the students, 
told us, “My experience here today has given 
me the desire to teach classes on the 
environment expanding on what we have 
learned.”
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Together with Shareholders and Investors
While working to continuously provide timely, fair, and accurate corporate information to 
shareholders and investors to enable bidirectional communication, we will aim to 
establish even greater trustworthy relationships.

Twice a year, we hold explanatory meetings for analysts and institutional investors 
after the announcement of year-end and interim financial results. About 50 people 
attend each meeting, and understanding of KOMORI is further enriched through 
explanations of the business results and strategies, as well as questions and 
answers provided by corporate management.
 Additionally, to respond to requests from investors both in Japan and overseas, 
other measures are implemented as necessary, including individual meetings, small 
meetings, and teleconferences.

Holding IR Events

To enable a comprehensive understanding of our corporate activities, an annual report 
is issued every year for analysts, investors, and shareholders in Japan and overseas.
 Additionally, for shareholders, a business report is provided twice a year that 
reports on issues such as business results and topics. Aside from the above, to 
allow for an even greater number of people to deepen their understanding of 
KOMORI, a dedicated IR website is available on the KOMORI website, and efforts 
are made to provide prompt information disclosure through the posting of various IR 
documents such as financial statements and annual reports.

Providing IR Information

From a long-term perspective, KOMORI places emphasis on securing internal 
reserves for enriching the management foundation and expanding business, and 
recognizes the continuous, stable return of profits to shareholders as one of the 
most significant management issues. Under this policy, by providing stable 
dividends in addition to implementing agile acquisition of treasury stock, we target a 
total return ratio of 40% or more.

Shareholder Return

Initiatives for Biodiversity
 Basic philosophy

The KOMORI Group will contribute to the formation of a 
sustainable society through the development and 
dissemination of products and technologies that promote 
biodiversity, in a gesture of gratitude for the blessings of 
nature, the source of biodiversity.

 Action guidelines
1.   With due consideration to our impact on biodiversity, 

we are committed to development of products that, to 
the maximum possible extent, can reduce use of 
forestry resources (paper), water and fossil fuels 
(electricity).

2.   We recognize the impact of our activities on biodiversity 
and will work to minimize such adverse effects.

3.   We contribute to creating a society that fosters 
biodiversity, through dialogue with our customers, 
suppliers, regional communities and other stakeholders.

4.   We shall work for better understanding among our 
employees of the importance of biodiversity, and for 
their recognition of the need of its protection.

The Tsukuba Plant is not merely a printing 
machinery factory. It is also a production 
base that gives due considerat ion to 
coexistence with nature and the community. 
Along both sides of the road outside the 
plant, we have planted a total of 112 cherry 
trees, and carried out various dogwood tree 
and other afforestation projects with the help 
of customer contributions, enabling us to 
enrich the environment around the plant.

Biodiversity in Tsukuba Plant

We began cooperative activities with 
grassroots  env i ronmenta l  NPO 
“TSUKUBA KANKYOU FORUM” in 
2016 and participated in the activi-
ties under the “Katsuragi Forest De-
velopment Initiative” organized by the 
Forum, contributing to maintenance 
and improvement of local biosystems.

Participation in NPO TSUKUBA KANKYOU FORUM 
(woodland development in Katsuragi Forest)

IR website

Annual
report

G o v e r n a n c e

Komori specializes in the manufacture and marketing of printing machinery. 
It employs a company with a Board of Corporate Auditors system.

Corporate Governance

Komori recognizes that one of its key 
management pr ior i t ies is  that  of 
pursuing maximum corporate value, 
fulfilling its responsibilities and living 
up to the expectations of all of its 
stakeholders. Accordingly, Komori 
regards its efforts to establish corporate 
governance practices as essential to 
such ends.
 Komori also recognizes that securing 
management transparency, prompt 

Fundamental Concepts

decision making, compliance, and 
strengthening the audit function are 
fundamental to corporate governance. 
Based on these fundamental concepts, 
the Company pursues efforts to ensure 
sol id corporate governance in al l 
facets of management, including the 
supervision of management. Moreover, 
Komori has appointed two outside 
directors out of a total of nine directors, 
with the aims of enhancing transparency 

o f  t h e  B o a rd  o f  D i r e c t o r s  a n d 
strengthening its supervisory function. 
Komori deems that the appointment of 
outside directors ensures greater 
objectivity and impartiality with respect 
to the supervisory function.
 Going forward, Komori will work to 
reinforce and upgrade its corporate 
governance practices in pursuit of the 
corporate value and the common 
interests of its shareholders.

Composed of nine directors (including 
two outside directors) as of March 31, 
2018, the Board of Directors has a meet-
i n g  o n c e  a  m o n t h  i n  p r i n c i p l e  
to determine statutory matters, funda-
mental management policies, and other 
matters of importance as the Company’s 
ultimate decision-making body, while su-
pervising the executive function of direc-
tors.
 We have 20 operating officers who are 
fully observing and widely disseminating 
the management policies and other deci-
sions made by the Board of Directors. 
They ensure sound business execution 
toward the achievement of targets and 

Corporate Governance Structure

maximizing corporate value. The Board 
of Corporate Auditors is composed of 
four corporate auditors including three 
outside corporate auditors. Corporate 
auditors attend meetings of major impor-
tance and express their opinions as nec-
essary, thereby auditing the executive 
function of the directors. To ensure rapid 
decision making, Management Meetings, 
chaired by the president and attended by 
the officers in charge of corporate plan-
ning, production, development, sales 
and administration divisions together 
with corporate auditors as observers, are 
held to deliberate and formulate policies 
relating to key management issues  

and the Company’s medium-term man-
agement plan. In order to thoroughly dis-
seminate policies decided at this meet-
ing, a Company-wide meeting is usually 
held on a monthly basis. Each meeting is 
attended by officers in charge of relevant 
divisions and general managers who de-
liberate operational matters of impor-
tance and confirm the proper execution 
of duties.
 Four members of the Internal Audit Of-
fice, who directly reports to the president, 
conduct internal audits. They examine 
the business operations of the Group as 
a whole, to determine they are being ex-
ecuted appropriately and efficiently.
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Compliance
We endeavor to deepen awareness and knowledge about compliance 
requirements and adherence to them at domestic and overseas Group 
companies.

Risk Management
We identify, assess and address risk from a company-wide perspective. To such ends, the 
Head of CSR and Environmental Countermeasure Planning & Coordination Office acts as 
the person in charge of risk management in terms of developing our risk management 
regulations and risk management operating procedures and determining which officers 
are to oversee respective risks. In addition, these officers work to keep risks from 
materializing and reduce the effects of risk under normal conditions, and address matters 
with the emergency response headquarters in the event of an emergency.

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) at Komori is based on the idea that in the future 
companies will have to fulfil responsibilities to society as they work to expand corporate value 
and to generate earnings. The range of CSR activities is wide. Komori categorizes them as 
follows: corporate governance; compliance; internal control (risk management, internal control 
standards and internal audit system); global environment conservation; information; putting 
people first; social contribution; and products, technology and services. We consider the most 
basic element of CSR is to ensure that customers can use quality products safely and without 
worry, supported by high-quality services.

At Komori, we aim to realize our management philosophy of becoming a “company that 
inspires customer Kando” as we promote our CSR initiatives which are based on the notions 
of “compliance with laws and regulations” and “health and safety.”

To be a “company that inspires customer Kando”

Masanori Mochizuki
Administrative Officer,
Head of CSR and Environmental 
Countermeasure Planning & 
Coordination Office

M e s s a g e
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(Unit: billion yen)

Operating income
Ordinary income
  Profit attributable to 
owners of parent

We ensure adherence to the Komori Group Code of 
Corporate Conduct, formulate and monitor internal rules, and 
maintain an internal reporting system to swiftly identify and 
eliminate bad practices and thereby enhance operational 
health.

 Compliance Structure

We original ly formulated the Komori Group Code of 
Corporate Conduct for domestic business sites, but have 
since translated it into several languages and employ it 
overseas. Executives in Japan and abroad submit written 
pledges to comply with this code.

   Ensuring Awareness of Komori 
Group Code of Corporate Conduct

We have established a framework for drawing up a manual on earthquake countermeasures stipulating 
actions to be taken in the event that an earthquake or other form of natural disaster strikes. We will also 
take steps to swiftly restore operations and ensure business continuity.
 We have also prepared and distributed to our employees manuals that include one on risk management 
in the event that an earthquake strikes directly below the Tokyo metropolitan area. In addition, we carry 
out emergency response drills and stock up on emergency supplies.

   Crisis Response and Business Continuity Planning (BCP)

Ethical corporate practices and compliance are fundamental 
to engaging in business and materializing our corporate 
philosophy goals. We accordingly educate all of our domestic 
Group companies’ officers and employees to enhance their 
understanding of compliance requirements.

 Carrying out Compliance Education

Recognizing that global compliance will become vital in the 
years ahead, Komori’s Board of Directors has conveyed its 
stance of resolutely opposing bribery.

   Efforts to Prevent Bribery of Public 
Officials in Japan and Abroad

P r o f i l e
Company name Komori Corporation
Headquarters 11-1 Azumabashi 3-chome, Sumida-ku, 

Tokyo 130-8666, Japan
Tel +81-3-5608-7811
Date of establishment October 20, 1923
President and COO Satoshi Mochida
Capitalization ¥37,715 million
Number of employees 2,227 (on a consolidated basis)
Main products Commercial offset presses (sheetfed 

presses and web-fed presses), currency 
and security printing presses, web-fed 
offset packaging presses, digital printing 
systems, screen printing machines and 
printing equipment

Scope of Report
Komori Corporation and consolidated Group companies in Japan and 
overseas

Report Period
April 1, 2017 to March 31, 2018
*Komori assembled this report in line with the 2012 Environmental Reporting 
Guidelines of Japan’s Ministry of the Environment, GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) 
Sustainability Reporting Guidelines 4th Edition, ISO 26000, and other guidelines.

You can obtain a PDF version of this report at the following Komori 
website:
http://www.komori.com

Key Domestic Operations
 Komori Corporation offices and plants:

Headquarters, Techno Service Center, West-Japan Service, Sagami 
Service, Sekiyado Techno Center, Komori Global Parts Center, Osaka 
Regional Headquarters, Nagoya Branch Office, Shizuoka Representative 
Office, Kyushu Branch Office, Hokkaido Branch Office, Tohoku Branch 
Office, Hokuriku Branch Office, Chugoku Branch Office, Shikoku Branch 
Office, Tsukuba Plant, Komori Graphic Technology Center

 Subsidiaries:
Komori Machinery Co., Ltd., Komori Kosan Co., Ltd., Komori Engineering 
Co., Ltd., SERIA CORPORATION, SERIA ENGINEERING, INC.

Key Overseas Operations
 North America

Komori America Corporation
Komori Leasing Incorporated

 Europe
Komori International (Europe) B.V.
Komori International Netherlands B.V.
Komori U.K.Limited
Komori Currency Technology
Komori France S.A.S.
Komori Belgium Branch Office of Komori France
Komori Italia S.r.l. 
Komori-Chambon S.A.S.

 Asia
Komori Hong Kong Limited
Komori Printing Machine (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Komori Printing Machine (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. Shanghai Branch
Komori Taiwan Limited
Komori Machinery (Nantong) Co., Ltd.
Komori Southeast Asia Pte. Ltd.
Komori Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.

Sales by Geographic Category (Unit: billion yen)

Sheetfed 
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China 129
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Offset web-fed 
presses and 
security printing 
presses
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199

Others
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Cover Design
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Gemini See Through
A front to back perfect registration feature. When held up to the light the 
complete image is revealed.
Two colour matched visible fluorescent inks appear the same colour in 
day light. Under ultraviolet light they fluoresce as two contasting colours.

1

ESP
Extra small print. A line of microscopic text.

2

Litho Micro Text
Repeating words and/or numerals form lines or panels of microtext.

3

Spectrum
When viewed normally the design appears a uniform colour but when 
tilted a different pattern in multiple colours can easily be seen.

4

Bleed off Intaglio
Intaglio print bleeds off the sides of the banknote.
This print increases the durability of a banknote and adds security.

5

The cover of this report shows an example of Komori’s 
proprietary banknote printing technology which can 
print super minute a portraitline drawings and leave the 
ink lifted drawn with onsuper minute lines that come up 
to the surface, using Komori’s proprietary stampome 
up to the surfac technology. 
Japanese paper currencies thatbanknotes boast 
prominent forgery preventing technology are printed by 
Komoring’s printing pressesmachine. Japanese paper 

currenciesbanknotes are known for being forged 
overwhelmingly less frequently compared to foreign 
paper currenciesbanknotes.
This technology has been recognized and various 
countries’n paper currenciesbanknotes are increasingly 
printed with Komori’se increasinprinting presses.
Komori will further contribute to environment and 
soc ie ty  by  these techno log ica l  deve lopment 
capabilities.

The following forgery prevention technologies are used in the actual printed material.
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